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Context

Argument mining is a branch of NLP aimed at extracting and analyzing argumentative
structures in texts. It includes identifying argumentative parts, classifying components such
as claims and premises, as well as classifying argumentative relations, such as support or
attack, between these components. The goal is to provide a structured representation of
arguments in a text, thereby facilitating the analysis of relationships and argumentative
patterns for various applications. In recent years, each of these tasks has garnered
increasing interest from the NLP community, and numerous advances have resulted in the
publication of several comparative studies of existing methods [BF20, TD20a, TD20b].
Observations from these studies indicate a predominance of approaches based on neural
networks, and more recently, on pre-trained language models. Pre-trained language models,
such as those based on the BERT Transformer architecture, have significantly outperformed
traditional machine learning models, particularly in the field of argument mining. This
includes tasks such as argument classification and prediction of relations between
components [MT20]. In parallel, these efforts have multiplied in response to application and
contextual constraints, addressing argument mining in domains such as health, politics, and
social media [DM17]. Despite these advances, limitations reported in the literature remain
numerous. Practically speaking, there are few resources, and the development of datasets
for training and evaluating argument mining tasks proves to be very costly (extensive manual
annotation by qualified annotators, revision iterations to ensure reliability, and the complexity
of creating a representative corpus) [GM22]. Currently, there is no large-scale corpus or
benchmark available to objectively evaluate the various tasks related to argument mining.
From a computational perspective, automatically understanding all argumentative structures
and the linguistic devices that underlie them remains complex. Furthermore, few works
explore the formalization and modeling of information from pragmatic analysis, thus limiting
the inference of high-level knowledge, such as presupposed knowledge shared between the
speaker and the listener, or common sense knowledge [SS19].

Meanwhile, the use of prompts in the NLP field has also seen significant expansion,
particularly with the advent of pre-trained language models such as GPT-3 (Generative
Pre-trained Transformer 3) and LLAMA [LP23]. Prompting has since become a full-fledged
research domain that continues to evolve. Used as stimuli to guide the operation of language
models, the use of prompts supports the guidance of these models for various applications,
such as text generation, classification, automatic summarization, translation, information
retrieval, and many others. In the context of argument mining, and more broadly to enhance



language understanding, prompting techniques can be used to synthesize knowledge. This
involves expanding the range of stimuli to instruct language models on how to reason,
integrating the necessary knowledge for overall meaning construction and the processes
involved in its creation.

Objectives

By adopting text generation-based approaches, particularly those related to the use of
advanced prompting techniques, our goal is to develop contextual "frameworks". Through
this innovative approach, our goal is to develop argument mining techniques that not only
capture the fundamental mechanisms underlying debates and discussions but are also
robust against the nuances and subtleties of human communication. By synthesizing
contextual information, we aim to enhance the ability to analyze argumentative discourse
accurately and nuancedly, integrating linguistic and multimodal dimensions of
communication.

Application
Applications are to be sent before june 2014 to the position supervisor Anaïs Ollagnier
(ollagnier@i3s.unice.fr).

The application package comprises:
• an up-to-date resume
• a copy of the Ph.D diploma
• recommendation letters or a list of references

Required qualifications. Candidates fit the following profiles:
• Ph.D in computer science
• Experience with ML/DL libraries
• Knowledge of Argument Mining & Prompt engineering
• Proficiency in both written and spoken English
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